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terious sullenness; but will be ready, where he thinks
any one will listen to him with patience and can-
dour, to clear ujj what has been dubious, to explain
what has been imperfectly known, and " speaking
the truth in love," to correct, if it may be, the
erroneous impressions which have been conceived
of him. He may sometimes feel it his duty publicly
to vindicate his character from unjust reproach, and
to repel the false charges of his enemies; but ho
will carefully, however, watch against being led
away by pride, or being betrayed into some breach
of truth or of Christian charity, when he is treading
in a path so dangerous. At such a time he will
also guard, with more than ordinary circumspection,
against any undue solicitude about his worldly re-
putation for its own sake; and when he has done
what duty requires for its vindication, he will sit
down with a peaceable and quiet mind, and it will
be matter of no very deep concern to him if his
endeavours should have been ineffectual. If good
men in every age and nation have been often un-
justly calumniated and disgraced, and if, in such
circumstances, even the darkness of paganism has
been able contentedly to repose itself on the con-
sciousness of innocence, shall one who is cheered by
the Christian's hope, who is assured also, that a day
will shortly come in which whatever is secret shall
be made manifest, and the mistaken judgments of
men, perhaps even of good men, being corrected,
that "he shall then have praise of God;" shall
such an one, I say, sink? shall he even bend or
droop under such a trial ? They might be more ex-
cusable in over-valuing human reputation, to whom
all beyond the grave was dark and cheerless. They
also might be more easily pardoned for pursuing
with some degree of eagerness and solicitude, that
glory which might survive them; thus seeking as it

